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ISENTROPIC PHASE CHANGES IN DISSOCIATING GASES AND TKE
METHOD OF SOUND DISPERSION FOR TEE’INVESTIGATION OF
HOMOGENEOUS GAS FUIACTIONSWITH VERY HIGH SPEED*
By Gerhard Damk6hler
(cONCLusION)
V. DISPERSION OF SOUND DUE TO SPECIAL PHYSICAL EFFECTS, SUCH AS
FRICTION, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, AND DIFFUSION
1. Friction and Heat Conductivity fi the Plane, Laterally Unlimited
Sound Wave According to Kirchhoff (R-W Longitudinal Damping)
.
Long before the dispersion of sound due to incomplete chemical
equilibrium had been discovered, A. R. Kirchhoffl had indicated that
-4
friction and heat conductivity produced such sound dispersion in any
at correspondingly high frequencies. His final equation for the
quantity g [(48)12 inthecase of theplme, lateralQ unlimited
sound wave reads:
,
——
gas
(146)
*“Isentropische Zustands&v3erungen in Dissoziierenden GaSen und die
Methode der Schalldispersion zur Untersuchung sehr Schneller Homogener
Gasreaktionen. Zeitschrift fi Elektrochemie, Bd 48, No. 3, 1942,
pp. 116-131. ” (This paper is a continuation ofNACA ‘IM1268, the equations,
tables, and figures being numbered in sequence from that report.)
lKirchhoff, Pogg. Ann. Physik 134, 1868, pp. 177-193.
. %umbers in brackets refer to equations in the first part of this
paper, TM 1268.
m
2where3
Enveloping
approximation:
g.
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v = kinematic viscosity, (147)
T =-temperature conductivity —
the square root of the equation (1.~) gives in first
.
-.
(148)
—
3
Kirchhoff himself ti”dnot use —2, but the sum of the coefficients u’
and u“
equation
the form
The
from the friction term W’AW ~ W“ grad div ~ of the flow
(momentum eqwtion) . In tk– Navier-Stokes equation, it assumes ‘- 1
VAW + ~ grad div y.
J .— ..--4
kinematic viscosity V . Q (q = dynamic viscosity, p = density)
P
is not likely to be taken for tlxsstoichiometric conversion factors,
because they invariably carry subscripts. The temperature”conductivity
T depends upon the thermal conductivity k, the 8pec~c heat ~p;
and the density P, according to the relation T = k—..
CPP
When z denotes the average number of.collisions per second which
hv~
—
~ * ~fi, with it, the order ofa molecule experiences,
—2a. ?2a.
magnitude of the dimensionless supplementaryjtermsbelow the square root
of equation (1~) can be readily estimated from the sound frequency f“
and the number of collisions z.
l

“p–
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.
-
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.
or in other words, the velocity of sound with respect to the quantity
i
S@= = is not changed by the friction and heat conduction. But
R
sound absorption occuxs, whereby the damping exponent Y increases
proportional to the square of the sound frequency f, and is also
proportional to the quantities V and T describing the exchange of
momentum and heat and,
effect of the last two
rather little with the
only in the measure of
because
lastly, inversely proportional to aos. The
points is that the nwnerical value of 7 varies
temperature for a given frequency f, that is,
the Sutherland correction and the Prandtl nuniber Pr
Vm /
(149)
constant
v
1- =—
Pr
Tr = Prandtl number (151)
The derivation of equation (146), which Kirchhoff gaiued only by
complicated calculations, can be omitted here since it appears in the
next section as a special case, wherein the simultaneous concurrence of
incomplete chemical equilibrium of friction and heat conduction on the
sound wave is treated exact.
However, it is interesting to compute the numerical values resulting
from equation (146) for dissociating C02 at 2600° K and 1 atmosphere,
-107 and e “that is, a, 7, 72 as well as the ensuing quantities e -20?’
ence there is a difference with respect to the sound absorption
caused by kinetic reaction, where 7 with rising frequency f tends
toward a constant limiting value (cf. fig. 3C, m 1268, p. *).
.
4
—
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The
the Mann
gases j
For T =
kinematic viscosity v of a gas @xture can’be approxim&ted by y
formula~ from the kinematic viscosities VJ of the individual
NJ
.
and their molar fractions —...- --.
T
l
. . .
(172) -“.._:
~..
.—
273° K we get with VC02 = 0.0692? ~co = 0~133 and
,.—.
. . .
.
—
Vo 0.134 cm2isec
-. —
2= with due allo%nce” for’the molar-–fractions ~
.
—.
according to Table 4, V
273° K = o“0783. ““
..-,.
Wi%h Suthe.rla-nd’sconstant .C.= ?j~, -
-.
which was calculated additively from the individual values %02 = 274, . “--’ :_4 ---L1 —
C(WO’ 101, and co = 138 by the forriula C-=
.2 3
c ‘d fo~ula (1~)j N’ .-—
finally gives:
-.
.
() (“)2600 3/2 ~ +== 0.0783W‘2600° K 273-. 2600
x 171 “
.
-—. &.r
0.8) cm2/sec (153)
.-.. .
= (3.9*
The limit of error was intentionally put at 20 percent, because the
exact validity of Mann’s formula (152) and.the temperature relationship
of v Up tO 2600° K “accorditito rormula (150) ha? not-been ew?eri~nt~ly”.” ,.
proved.
%ann, Gas- u. Wasserfach 73, 570, 1930.. See als{-Rammler, E., and ““”
Breitling, K., Bericht E 6, 1937, des Reichskohlenrats:_~er die
Z&higkeit von Gasen und Gasgemischen sowie ihre Abfingigleit von der-
-..
Temperature.
.
..-
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The temperature relationship T follows then by equation (151) with
0.85 k 0.09 as.
T
3.9 ko.8
= 0.85 ~ 0.09 ==(4.6 * 1.4) cm2/sec (154)
The insertion of these figures in equation (146) finally gives the
under No. 2 in Table 7, ??.37. They can be compared with those
quoted under No. 1 which correspond to the-sound dispersion (Table 6,
‘IJ41268, p. ~) caused solely by incomplete chemical equilibrium
(Case 11: CO+02+C02+.0). It is seen that, above f = 105 cycles
per second (cp’s),Kirchhoff’s sound dispersion due to irreversible
momentum and heat exchange parallel to the direction of propagation
(R-W longitudinal damping) can no longer be neglected.
2. Kinetic-Reaction Sound Dispersion aridR-W Longitudinal
Damping in the Plane, Laterally Unlimited Sound Wave
What values are to be expected for the velocity and the absorption
of sound, when kinetic reaction and Kircl@off sound dispersion are
sup&rposed by R-W longitudinal damping? For the Y values, simple
additivity might be assumed in first approximation, which would then
afford the data shown under No. 3 of Table 7. For the sonic velocity a,
the numerical value due to kinetic reaction alone might be suspected,
although this is much more uncertain, since the concurrence of the two
causes of dispersion might be accompanied by special effects. However,
this is to be checked on the basis of a relation deriyed from eqgation
(146), with due regard to the incomplete chemical equilibrium, friction,
and heat conduction.
Proceeding from the laws of the conservation of mass, energy, and
momentum, that is, from the eqwtions [(41n to [(46)], the energy and
momentum equation are extended to include the heat-conduction and the
friction term, thus replacing equations [(44)] and [(45)] by the new
energy equation
and
.
dE pJ ~ @T
—=
dt ‘Pdt ax2
dT m
X
dzm - ~kb2T = o
VQ- —Wm— —
cp~t - dt
. . dt
“ax2
( 155)
(156)
-..
.-
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and the previous Euler equation [(46)] isrepkced bythenewmomentw -
eQIddOn of ~avier-stokes: .
(157)
The expressions on the left-hand side
(156); the entire equation is divided
5Tthe relative temperature variation ~—
~.
again; the separate differentiationsare affected by utilizing the right- . ---
hand expressions [(47)2; and, lastly, the temperature conductivity
of 1(47)] are efiteredin equation
by tb constant quantity poVo ~ N&-To;
x & is expressedby eqtition (16) “~ . ..<
. ... ..:
(158)
----- ~
-. .
is introduced in place of the heat conductivity A. _ =..
—
—
.
—.
The calculation (all small terms of second or--higherorder being disre-< —
garded) gives then the energy equation
.
m
+
1( Am )
g2 Zm=o
- ~tCTv m~
o
—
(159) ‘-
-.,
.
—
—
.— —
-.
which, together with the unaltered lower n“ gross reaction eqpations of
the system ~ 69)2
-_—_-
(160) ““”””””-
..
with B’zm d&fined by equations [(71)]Y [(72)~~ad [(23)] again forms ~
-p Vo
equation system from w~ch the ratio ~= ~ can-be immediately computed.
o- h
.
..
Hence,
( )(ltl - ~2 )(g_2T Al - V1-#CT + -h ~2$fc.) . . ~ (An - ‘n<W)
(Al -I-~Cl) B’ll
“12 . . . “ln
“21 B’22 . . . “2n(A2 + RC2
( 161)
.
.
.
. l l .
. . . .
. . . .
(An + KCn) B’nl B~ti.oo B’m
; - :.,)($-V,$..)(&-@... (An-q$k)
“11 “12 “ “ “ “ln
“*nC2 B’21 “22 “ “ “
. . . .
. . . .
. . .
.
.
.
.
C* B’nl B’@ *o. B’m
The determinant can befirst term at the left above in the numerator
decomposed in two mxmuands
‘(’-fT)=‘t-:“)+“- ‘)%”
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But with it the numerator determinant can be represented as sum of ~“
two determinants of which
multiplied by K. Hence,
Po x
tc- l)&
h
‘1
‘2
.
.
.
An
1
one is the determinant of ~he denominator .-... .-—
after.division:
(i - +.)k -+%-’). . . (A.- V$m
d
“11 ,B’n ~-. . “ln
“21 -B’22 ‘“.l “ B’2n
. .’ . .
. . . .
. . . .
. B’
nl B’fi . . . B’m.
c
1
C2
B’
11
“21
. .
. .
. .
Cn B’
in
The determinants are introduced
&
o
Al
A’l = A2
.
.
.
An
.
.
“Ill
“12 “ ‘“””
B’
in
“22 “ ““-’ “2n
. . .
. . l
.
B’ -. . . v B’
n2 —. nn
163 )
,
.
—.
—.
-.
A2 . . .&
B’12: l l B’in
B’22 . . . ~’.2n
. .
. .
. .
B’ti B’nn
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-, I 1 Al f% “**Ancl B’ll B’m . . . B’ln
A’2 = C2
B’21 B’22 . . . B’2n
.
.
. .
.
.
. .
.
.
.
.
Cn B’nl B’ti B’m
A’3 =
A’4=
(K- 1)(- VI)(- V2) . . . (- ‘n)
Al B’ll B’12 l . l “ln
A2 B’21 B’22 . . . B’2n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
An B’nl B’ti . l l B’m
1 .V‘1 ‘2*”n
c1 B’11 B’12 l l l “I-n
C2 B’21 B’22 o s “ “2n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Cn B’nl B’~ . l . B’m
(165) “
1( 166)
(167)
#
.
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The first two (164) and (165) are those already met in [(70~ . If .
no shifting chemical equilibriums are present in the gas:
A’l~ O A’2~1. . A13-(~ - 1) A’4~ 1 (168)
—
—
—
&!2 —
~
When the quantity ~~T
—
His sufficiently sm@l, the equation (70)
results, as is to be expected. —.
_.— --
-Q V.
However, the ratio — — can then also be computed from the
p. ~
h dxodynsmic continu~ty and momentum equations, that is, from equations
l!](43) and (157) _,..
or, after removal of ~,
(171)
-.
.-
-p V. ~h..
(17’2). ... ,-—=
Po x P2 gz ““
—
p. ~2 --- L.. .—------.—.
.-
Equating (169) to(lI’2) gives
( )(+’~2Af2- 132 )(Pog2 A, g2 ‘.1 ~tcTA’4 = ~+KA’ [ 1)~A~& (173) rp 2 + &~A’3 -.
—
that is, sn equation with which g canbe determined”a~ function of” h.
T.
.NACA TM 1269
Equation (173)
or higher order are
11
is solved again, while mall terms of the second
disregarded, by putting
g = go(l+y) (174)
quantity
7
is assumed to be the numerical value resulting from
equation (1 3) f-orvanishing kinetic reaction and vanishing Kircbhoff
sound dispersion, that is, when in equation (173)1
V+o T+() A’~~ O A’2---+1 A’3~(~ - 1) A’4~ 1
(175)
But in that case
or, after introduction of
and
8Po OK
1 =—
pOh2
(176)
(177)
(178)
!30 = ~
ao
.
With it (173) becomes
A’2 -
(
4V
)
~ A’2 -i- TKA’4 :2(1 + Y)2
( 179)
(,= A2(I + y)2 A’l + ~A’2 + ~2(1 + y)2@’3 - ~A’~ )y ao
(180)
K
. .
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or
ICAf (~h 4~2 ).—_Af2.+-rKAf423a.
or
/
fa’z(l +-y)= Kh-—
A’l + K A’2 %2
(4V~ A’2 + T A:3 )
(A’l+ ~A’2)
(182)
For g = $(1 + y), it finslly gives
g=$
(R+’*) [-5@+@l .
(183)
I
%
.
which is the final formula for the case ti”enthe Kirchhoff sound
dispersion and that due to kinetic reaction are superposed in the plane,
laterally unlimited sound wave (R’W- longitudinal damping). For vanishfig
Kirchhoff dispersion, that is, for V“~O and T~O,
A’=
which is identical with equation [(77)]. For
A’~
to kinetic reaction, — = O and~=k-
A’2 A’2
equation (146).
.—
(184)
vanishing dispersion due
—.- ..-
-.
1, which is identical with
. . ;:..-
.
_—.
-.
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The sound dispersion values computed for dissociating C!02at 2600° K
and 1 atmosphere by equation (183) me reproduced under No. 4 in ‘Table7.
They do not differ as regarh sound absorption within the calculating
accuracy from the data under No. 3; that is, the damping constant Y can
be tolerably well approxtited from the pure kinetic reaction damping
constant and the demping constant of pure Kirchhoff sound dispersion.
Within mathematical accuracy, the sonic velocity a of No. k is identical.
with the sonic velocity for pure kinetic reaction dispersion, and so
confirms the previously expressed suspicions concerning the sound
absorption and the sonic velocity at superposition of kinetic reaction -
and Kirchhoff sound dispersion.
3. ~netic-~eaction Sound Dispersion andR-W Longitudinal
Dar-pingin the Pl~e, Laterally Unltiited Sound Wave
with Simultaneous Allowance for Diffusion
The foregoing examples have shown that above 105 cps, both the
Kirchhoff and the kinetic reaction dispersion must be taken into
consideration. The former consists in the fact that, at these high
sound frequencies and hence correspondingly short wave lengths, the
momentum and temperature differences between adjacent wave crest and
trough during one cycle already stsrt perceptibly to bslance. If the
chemical composition of the gas is the same at every instant (constant
molar fractions in time) as is invariably the case in the absence of
chemical reactions~ the exchange of momentum by friction and the exchange
of heat by conduction”sre actuslly the only irreversible transport
processes of this kind that can produce the sound dispersion. But the
conditions are different in the presence of chemical reactions. Concen-
tration differences occur between wave crest and wave trough, especially
when the chemical reactions sre still able to follow the sound frequency,
so that an irreversible particle exchange by diffusion must also be taken
into account. Whether its effect on sound dispersion is greater or
smaller than friction and thermal conduction is impossible to predict
beforehand. In consequence, an exact formula must be derived in which,
aside from the factors causing the dispersion, the diffusion is also
considered.
.
Of the initial equations ~41)] to
continuity remained unaltered. They are
terms. Thus equation [(41)] becomes
~~)], the equations of
now supplemented by diffusion
(185)
NACA TM 126914
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It is to be noted that the number of moles ?j diffused through
1 cm2 per second in x direction in the nonisothermal field is not
given by
(186)
,
.
—
—but by the expression
-+
Nj (187)
—.
with
.—
,-. ..-—
.—.
C=A=total number of moles “ -cm3
—
For, at validity of e@ation (186), a change in the co~position of the
gas due to diffusion could occur tn the nonisothermalfield, even if ‘
originally the molar fractions are everywhere th~ same; however, such
changes in gas composition certainly do not occur in ffist approximation
on the basis of the pure diffusion coefficient D, btitat the most in
second approximation, because of thermodiffusion,“which-is, howevef,
di.sregsrdedhere.
,=.
Equation (187) can also be derived hy the kinetic gas theory. ~
Bearing in mind in (185) that
bNj
()
~jo 1 + ~yo
%=
N
()
5N
Nol+—
No
*-,
(188)
l ___
we get
(189)
f-
.NACA TM 1269
* for identical diffusion
of higher “order,and by
coefficient D
summation over
15
and omission of the small terms
all types of psrticles j
(190 )’
In the last equation, the Uffision te~ has ~saPPeared be-use
the diff%sion did not alter the total numiberof psxticles in a volume
element, but merely the composition.
Reinsertion of the expressions ~47fl , fol.lowedby differentiation,
gives
( 191)
(192)
The third continuity equat~on ~43~ (hydrodynamical)remains the
s~, if by v is meant, as before, a volwe in which the ~ffision
.
according to equatiog (190) is not accompanied by a change in the total
number of particles.
.
.
The energy equation (155) and the subsequent eqmtions of section
v, srticle 2 are not affectedly the inclusion of the ~ffisio% s@ce
the heat conductivity itself, viewed from the gas kinetics standpoint>
is nothing but a diffusion of dissimilarly ‘!hot”molecules.
&
6Now it shouldbe readily apparent why ~ ~ = ~ rather than
& -paw
—=
s
was chosen as hy&odynamic continuity equation; because the
dt ,
density (as well as the momentti) in a volume element can well VSXY “
by diffusion of heavier or lighter molecules (cf. equation 193).
.— .-
—
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The inclusion of the diffWion Ln the mamentum equation (157) would
theoretically introduce additional terms, as already igdicate&by
Ackermann7 on the example of the carburation boundary layer. The
diffusion in unit time thruugh the unit of mxrface perpendicular to
the X-direction produces the following momentum transport:
(193)
But in view of its dependence as the sqpare of the sound smplitude,
as indicated by the arrows, it may be di~counted in the first approxi-
mation, and the unaltered Navier-Stokes momefitumeqpatLon (157) retained.
Since the continuity equations for the inriividualpsrticle types “j
have changed with the inclusion of the diffusion, the n equations G@]
will no longer result in the equations ~66~ or the lower n eqnati-ons
of the system [(69~ (identical with equations (160)), but present
additional terms in the dimensionless constants, such as B’zm, for
instance, which must be proportional to ED.
(- )(v~ ~ ~p=-— -RT z ~+
or after introduction of .[(47~
u
—
and allowance
J
I_–vj2N
‘3
for (192)
>.
7Ackermanj G., VDI-Forshungsheft 382 (1937).
,
.
.*
—.
. .
—
.—
<
—.-
.
. .
=’
.—
—
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.
.
or by disregarding higher powers of
g3 g:
O=(Az+KCz)~+CZ~ +
After introducing the new dimensionless abbreviation
(-Wz J NB“zm = ~%+~VJZVJmNJ )— -“‘Zvm +
&
g2 J Ni~zm + ~ D
)1’
— - Vzvm y
‘jZvjm Nj
B,t Zm =
B’f Zm =
.
Bzm + iqzm +
(3&B’zm+ h ~ NVjz‘jm N:
the n relations follow as
(196)
(197)
(198)
.
..
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They form, together with the.equation (159) &changed by
diffusion, a system of equations which is to--besolved with,respect ~ ‘~”-”
~y
-. --- .. ‘“ _
tQ .
w_ —... .
si.Iuil~lY to (169) follows
.=.
.;
—
.-
~2 -- —
-pv A“l + ~T A“3
=== K+”
p~ g2
.—
‘“2 - ~KT Af’4__ —
“<
—
.-.
(199) “~ -:”. -:
..—
—
where the determinants A“ are formed exactly as the determinants A’,
that is, corresponding to equations (164) to (167), except that Blm”
replaces Bzm’. .-.
Since the hydrodynamic equtions (170) arid(171) can be taken over
-pv
unchanged, the elimination of =-
/-
from (1721 and “(199)leaves,
P~ .
analogous to (183), the final formula
.
—
—
..
(200)
= .
?
—
.. . . . .
This equation (200) must be solved by”sucEeA”ve a~~oximatio~,
since for a given h, the g to be found from (200) is .Rlsocontained
in the terms Bzm” of the determinant A“. However, this approximation -- .
-.
.
—
.
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—
should be easy to do in many cases; for, in the example of the
assumed C02 dissociation in Table 7, no difference between the
dispersion data under Nos. 5 and 4 computed withand without diffusion
can be observed.8 In other cases the conditions may be similar, so that
the use of the g and $ values temporarily taken from_(183)
frequently represents a very good approximation. Admittedly, the complete
agreement of Nos. 4 szid5 in Table 7 seems rather strange; for the
friction and heat conductivity are quite considerable in the frequency
range of 105 to 107 Cpsj and the diffusion is, gas-kinetically, an
irreversible transport process of entirely equal type. The reason is to”
be found in the fact that at these frequencies either the average
diffusion period tD for the passage of the psrticles through a half
wave length is substantially greater than their life period, which here
is characterized by the half vibration period t~, or else that for the
‘D <1 the chemical reactions Can”alrea-dyno longer follow thecase q-
sound frequency and thus along the sound wave the molar fractions 3
N
remain constant in time and space. We obtain
(201)
. t~
The thus computed ~ values are given at the bottom of Table 7.
*“
8The calculation was made with the diffusio~ coefficient
D2600 = (7.0 ~ 2.0) cm2/sec., which had been obtained with Sutherland’s
formula for”the free path length from the value D273 = 0.14 cm2/sec.
applicable at 273° K and 1 atmosphere. Thus the ratio is
kinematic viscosity v
diffusion coefficient = 3 ‘% : 0.56, while the Prandtl number
isPr= kinematic viscosity v= -=”0.95.
temperature conductivity T itoexact equality exists
between the quantities D, V, T, even for gases, presumably because of
the different effect of the persistence of the
also J. H. Jeans, Dynamische Theorie der Gase,
4 PP. 331 ff, 349f, 380, and 397f.
..
molecular speeds.
Braunschweig 1926,
See
20
k. Friction
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.
and Heat Conductivity at Sound Propag~tion in a
Smooth-Walled Pipe (G. Kirchhoff)
According to equation (1$8), the sonic velocity in a plane,
laterally unlimlted sound wave is not affected at allby friction and
heat conductivity, and the d6.mpingconstant itself is affected very ““
little, when no rather high frequencies (f >105 cps) are utilized.
Consequently friction and heat conductivity introduceonly small
correction terms of the second order. But ‘ina pipe of finite transverse
dimensions, the conditions are entirely different. In this case, not-
only a transport of momentum and heat, largely parallel to the Mrection
Qf propagation of sound (R-W longitudinal dainping)zb@ also a tramsport
cross-wise to it, is involved, because the t-~ential..as well as the -
normal component of the velocity vector must disappesx at the pipe wall
and the gas itself must absorb tie constant temperatm.e impressed on
the Wdlj in other words, all periodic phase changes in the gas elements
directly adjacent to the Pipe wall are infinitely small and as a result”
these elements will experience an irreversible momentuinand heat exchange
with those located more toward the axis of the pipe. ‘.Thesound wave
receives an additional dampfng, termed R-W lateral da@ing.
The problem of the sound wave in a smooth pipe with allowance for
friction and heat conductivity (but with kinetic-reactlc?ndsmping due
to incomplete equilibrium disregarded) was treated exact by G. Kirchhoff,9
after Helmholtz’s10 esrlier discussicm of the effect of friction.
Kirchhoff’s calculation is also reproduced in Lord Rayleigh’s “Theory of
Sound.“11
—
The boundary cmditions of the sonic field at thepipe wall
(speed = 0, temperature = const.) can be defined exact .@ly on the very
wide or very narrow pipe, where the concepts tide and narrow sre expressed
by the numerical-values of the dimensionless quantities
.
(202)
—
—
—
—
—
.
.
—.
—.
—
9Pogg. Ann. .Physik134, 1868/ ~pc 177-19.3.
...—
... . . ----
l%elmholtz, H., Verhandlg. des naturhis~orisch-me&zinishchen .— _.
Vereins zu Heidelberg, Bd.III, pp.,l~ta ~’~-””conferenceon Feb. 271 1863.
1%3tmttj,”Johr-William”and Raykigh, Baront”The T&eory of Sound,
P* 315’ff. 2 Aufl. ~ndon U29Q
.
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(r = pipe radius, f = sound frequency, V = kinematic tiscosity, T = tern.
perature conductivity.) If one of these cases prevails and the effect of
the R-W longitudinal damping (which resulted precisely in formulas (146)
and (148)) is purposely disregarded, the sonic velocity a and the
dsmping constant y of the sound
damping, follows as
r
forr 2fif~>lo
a=
Y =
smplitude due to the R-W lateral
Et.
,,.f<,lla=a+
forr\ —
yv
IIy’=fzimrao
(203)
(204)
(2Q5)
(206)
where, as before, a. =
$
m
— is the sonic velocity in the laterally
R
unli.rdtedmedium} if no kinetic reaqtion sound dispersion prevails. The
equations (205) and (206) of the second case me of no interest within
the frsmework of the present repor$, since they describe the propagation
of sound in capillsry tubes of 10-J cm or less inside width; merely the
iquantity r ~ with rationally assumed numericsl values of V and” “f
needs to be computed?12
The equations (203) and (204) were evaluated for the case of high-
temperature dissociation and the data compiled in Table 8.
%?he equations (205) and (206) are used in the calculation of the
sound-absorption capacity of porous walls, when the pores have the cited
dimensions; (see footnote 11, page 328 ff.)
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The sonic velocity a in the pipe is lower than in the laterally
unlimited plane sound wave.” The correspond~ng differ%ce
so-a
-is. .
a.
so much greater as the pipe is narrower, ‘as“thefrequ~ncy
—. -.
f i“slowerJ.
dnd ~ and T are higher, that is, as the-‘pressure@ lower a“ndthe _. .“
temperature higher.. This should be borne @ mind when making sound
dispersion measurements in the au”diblefrequency””rang~at high tempera-
tures, hence, under conditions likely to be””ofparticular promise for the
kinetic investigation of dissociation reactions.23 Consider a pipe 2 cm
in width in cobtrast with past sound disper-sion”measw-ements
.
f* 105 sec.-l ”-”
—
.-
~ %.T % o.09 CM~/SeCC so-a = 3.5 X–10-4
a.
(207)
—.
and audible range.in the high-temperature zone —
-1
—
f * lo3 sec.
.r..
.
... -
—
. .
.—
—.
—
—.
—-- —-
-----
.-
-.
J-.
.- —
.
._
(208) ““-
Thus, in the past ultrasonic dispersion measure~nts i~gases, a pipe
correction could be, in general, omitted. W-t at–audible sound fre- _. —-
quencies in the high-temperaturerange, it must be taken into consideration..
According to equation (2o4) the portion of the dEU@ng constant 7
due to the finite width of the pipe (R-W kti~al bPigg) is.so Wch.
greater as the pipe”is narrower, the frequency hi@er, and t~ temperature
higher. “The frequency effect for-the @mpi~.constant.. T is therefore .
inversely proportional to that of the”sonic velocity correction ~.so-*
_—...
‘~And prbci.pal.lyfor two reasons: on the one hsmd, little sound.
absorption, on the other, less interference by oscillation dis~ersi.on,
(section VI).
*...
.
. .
..=
,.. .
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The y value following from equation (2o4) varies a Mttle ‘~ith
the temperature for one and the same gas; because the quantities ~~
and G in the numerator are proportional to T3/4 up t.o T, while
,
the sonic velocity in the denominator is aati T1/2; therefore the Y
value applicable to the R-W lateral dsarpingexhibits a slightly greater
temperature effect than that in equation (148) applicable to the R-W
longitudinal @ping, which was practically independent of the temper-
l ature.
5.
.
Comparison of the Damping Constants Y For Pure Kinetic
Reaction Sound Dispersion, for Pure T-W Longitudinal
Damping and Pure R-W Lateral Damping
In connection with figure 3d (TM 1268) it already had been pointed
out that, for sound dispersion measurements in the high-temperature
range, the sound absorption due to kinetic reaction can impose an upper
limit on the frequency rsnge accessible to the measurement. The next
problem is to ascertain whether and to what extent the purely phy~ical
effects of the R-W longitudinal and lateral dsmping are involved. In
figure 4 the damping constants Y are represented as function of the
frequency f for the following individual.cases:
+
Curves I and 11.are plotted on the basis of the data in Table 6
(TM 1268) and correspond to the estimated cases I and II of pure kinetic “.
- reaction sound dispersion of the dissociating C02 at 26ooo K and 1 atmos-
phere. (!urve111 is ccxnputedon the basis of equation (146) (cf. Table 7)
and describes the effect of yure R-W longitudinal dsqping @ the plane,
laterally unlimited sound wave.
Curves IV are computed by equation (204)(cf. Table 8) and present
the pure R-W lateral damping in the smooth-walled pipe.
.
.
Disregarding for a moment the curves I and II, that is, on consid-
ering’a gas without any dispersion.due to kinetic reaction, the entire
sound absorption at low frequencies’is deffied solely by the curves IV,
that is, by the R-W lateral damping. But with increasing frequencies,
the curve 111 assumes values no longer negligible and ultimately the y
values of the curve III become even substantially greater than those of
curve IV. Thus the R-W longitudinal damping regsrded at first as
correction term of the second order in the Kirchhoff calculation for
the pipe and therefore ignored actually exceeds the R-W lateral damping
at certain frequencies. In this ra~e, the total R-W damping in the
pipe can then, however, no longer be described by equation (204). The
corresponding branches of the curves are therefore indic-atedby dashes
in figure 4. Even so, a not alto~ether wrong estimat; of the R-W c
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damping can most likely he obtained by following the curves IV at low
frequencies, and.then changing, at higher frequencies, to the curves III
as indicated in figure 4. On the transitional branches, 7 = 7’111+ 7n’
was assumed additionally. l
Where is the upper limit of’the experimentally accessible frequency
range if it were defined by the R-W damping of a smooth-walled pipe
alone? Conducting the sound over a path length of only 10 cm into the
actual test chamber, while the sound intensity is not-to drop more than *
0.13 times its original value, should give
e-27xlo >
= 0.13 and hence 7< 0.1 (2;)
So, if the sound-inlet pipe
of minimum thermal reflection of
the experimentally still accessible frequency range would lie at around
had an inside width of 6 mm, for reasons
the hot test chamber, the uTper limit of .
2 x lo> Cps, according to figure 4. Such a case would”still be compatible
with an additin kinetic reaction dispersion, as reyre~ented by curve 1,
but no longer with one such as case II,”where the kinetic reaction
damping alone would already contribute a greater propo~tion to the
total 7 than the R-W damping. ..-
—
...
In the evaluation of the total damping constant, ~was &ssumed to
be built up additively from the values for pure kinetic reactiond~ping~ ..-.
“
for pure R-W longitudinal d~ping, and pure R-W lateraldamping. This
actually holds largely for the plane, laterally unlimited sound wave, F
where the last t~e of damping cancels out, as indicated by the numerical
values of Table 7.
.—
But no exact statement regarding the conditions in a
pipe of finite inside”width is as yet possible. Still.,there is no phys-
ical”basis for any msrked departures from the additivity, hence the
following conclusion:
Sound-dispersionmeasurements in the high-temperat~e range above
,,.
105 c~s are scarcely feasible, unless they succeed in producing sound
of definite_frequencies in the hot test chamber itself’,where the sound
would not have to travel the minimum distance .of10 cm, but pe”haps only
a few wave lengths. zTen wave lengths cover.about 0.8 cm at 10 cps
according to”Table 6, TM 1268.
In point of fact, Sherratt and Griffiths14 were uri~bleto effect
sound measurements in C02 of 1000° C even at 27 kcps, on-account of,
excessive absorption. They applied the.acoustic interf~ometer metho~ _
to a pipe of l.~-cm inside width and 130-cm length. Theoscillating
.
14Sherratt, G. G. and Griffiths, E., Fro~.”Roy~ SOC~:,London (A) 156,
p??: 504 to 517, 1936. .
—
.u
.
.
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quartz producing the sound
temperature zone, since it
a quartz at a mere 575° C.
25
was, of course, located outside of the high-
would be subjected to transformation to
The findings by Sherratt and Griffiths sre
readily intelligible on the basis of figure 4. But the lmowledge of
the diversified damping effects also refers to another point, heretofore
perhaps not always observed in suitable measure:
As indicated earlier, the setting period ~ of oscillating heats
can be calculated direct from the frequency of the kinetic reaction sound
absorption maximum (cf. equation 104e), when, according to figures lC
and 3b, TM 1268, the dsmping constant 77 referred to the wave length
is plotted against the logarithm of the frequency f. Correctly
speaking, only the portion YCh af the sound dispersion due to kinetic
reaction may really be applied, and not the experimentally defined “.
damping constant 7, which also contains the friction and heat conduc-
tivity effects; for according to (1~) and (2o4) the assumption of an
additivity for the individual damping effects gives
[
(2y(f)24~ + (K –
Y ‘Ych+~~
1
1)7 + mb+ (~ – l)W] (so)
0.
. .
r%
hence
72 = 7Chz +
curve
with
max-
imum
and therefore
a(yz) ._
alnf alnf
The maximum
shifted relative
YCht-c~e, that
.[
~kL’+(K–
~2 3 1l)T + (211)
monotoni~ rising
curve
r+2Tt2f ~FT 1+’(tC-l)-f-I
< /
monotonic abating
curve
—
1fi[FJ+(~-l)fi (212)
2r fl
of the
to the
is:
experimentally
msximum of the
accessible 72 curve is
theoretically interesting
At preponderate R-W longitudinal dsmping, the Yt-maximum ‘
lies at a higher frequency f than the Ychz-maximum.
At preponderate R-W lateral dsqping, the 72 maximum lies
at a lower frequency than the ychz-~i~ .
.
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.
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—
*
.
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With equations (210) to (212) thelocation of th~ theoretically ‘-
intere~tig Ycht maximum could be corgputedfrom the experimental
72-msximum. Admittedly this correction would not t&e care of other
damping effects, such as those due to”roughness or porosity of the
wall, since.Kirchhofffs calculation was based upon a ‘fioothand tight
pipe wall. —..
.—
—
_.
VI. S#!5RPOSITION OF INCOMPLETE OSCIILtiION EXCtiATION AND
.
INCOMPLETE ADJUSTMENT OF THE DISSOCIATION
EQUILIBRIUMS IN THE ACOUSTIC FIELD -
section, two questions are involved:
.
—
... -
—
In this
-.
—
:=
.=
—
. .
_..—
-
--
extent to which the theory should be exte’rided,when not1. The
only the dissociation equi.l~bri~s, but als–oth& heat of
oscillation can no longer follow..thesound Treq~ency, so
that kinetic reaction “dissociation disjser~~on, as well as
“oscillation dispersion,” occurs.
. _.
—
2. The eventual distm?bances”due to oscill~tion%~speriion to be.
expected in sound measurements iri”thehigh-temperature zone.
-----
The first question is answered comparatively quickly. In the
original equations [hlfl to [(M)J, only [(45)] contains the heat .
capacity Cp, or more accurately, the expression CP g“ Now, when the
—.
inner degrees of freedcm of oscillation are able to folltiwthe so~d _.
frequency only incompletely).to each one may”be coordinated a separate..
inside temperature TiA) so that
~(45)lbecoEs ~ - - . _
--
(213) :
—.
i
the-
.
temperatures Tik are gradu@lly ass”imfiatedto
temperature!’ T, and correspond to the.equation
II
‘Tik T -TiL
-..
—=-
dt px
-.
The inside
outer “tangible
(214)
“
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where p~ is
--- .
27.
the average adjusting period15. There ark as many of -
these equations as there are different adjusting periods ~X. Fortu-
nately, one single adjusting period has been sufficient up to now, even
for molecules with several different normal oscillations, where
different j3~-valueswere suspected. The equations [(47)] hold for
TiA in the periodic field of sound as well as for T, hence
snd therefore by (21&)
The elimination of TiX from (213) and (216)
(cPa+s:i::J~-v~-2
(.215)
leaves
W*=O (a?)
The previous final formulas, especially equation [(70)], remain the
h ci~
same, except for the replacement of CP by Cpa + E 1 + hp~”
Accordingly the R introduced by [(191 is complex, hence
or
(218) :_
when writing % = Cpa “va*
%chaefer, KL., Ztsclxr.physikal. Chem. B 46, pp. 212 to 228, 1940.
.
.
-.
—
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—
On considering only one adjustment erlod ~ and no further
!( 1dissociation reactions, the expressions 1.8 as well as
[(24flbecome zerQ and equation [(70~ bec~s
r(=)] to -“” ‘“’-
.
=1+
m _.
Ci _ . ——
c~~ +— —
l+h~
3(1 + i“2YcfB)
.(219) “_
Q(l + i“2srfp)i-G.i -.
—
~.
—
hence, exactly the same equation (lOk) again, as, of course, expected.
The second”question, whether perceptible disturbances due to
—
“oscillation dispersion”
.
are to be expected, could”be ~w6red exactly ‘“-“–”
if the temperature relationship of the characteristic adjustment
periods j3x up to the corresponding temperatures were known. But;
unfortunately, ‘thisis known orly to about 673° K. In~rpolation up
to 2600° K is, naturally, questionable.
:
Nevertheless; “itis attempted
even at the risk of it not being permissible.
-.
The number of collisions which must be exerted on “amolecule to
transfer its oscillation qyqntum to translation energy ranges between
--
~+ = ~02 ,~d ~070. If the molecule collides” 1010 times per second
(NIT conditions) the adjustment period amounts to P %104 to 10-3 m.“.
seconds. The characteristic frequency for the maximum of the oscil- .“”
lation absorption would thus be about fm% *X107 to 102 Cps
.-
..
according to equation (~Oke). The first va.lue”appltesapproximately to
C02, in which the conversion of translation to oscillation energy was
facilitated by added H20, the last value holds, in or&r of magnitude,
.
—
—
for purest’,drY 02.. —
The temperature relationship.ofthe numbefiof collisions z* ..
required for abat~ t% oscillation was studied ve~ exhaustively by
Eucken and associates. They found16:
10 In those cases, where z* is a small number, hence where
the abatement of the oscillations is already very e_asy,the
temperature relationship of z* is rather small and parbicul~ly
not in any definite direction.
~6~chen, A, ad KUc~er, L., Ztschr. techn. Physik 19, 1938, pp. 517
r
to 521: Summarizing Lecture at the Physicists Conference.in Baden-Baden,
1938. .
.
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2. In those cases
abatement is difficult,
temperature.
At this point the first
where z* is
2* decreases
lsrge, hence where
r.wmotonicallywith
29
the
rising
case is less interesting, since according
to the foregoing the dissociation dispersion measurements will be made
at lower frequencies than the earlier oscillation dispersion measure-
ments. The second case of great.number of collisions (z* % 104 to 107)
occurs chiefly on pure gases. Examples are presented in figure 5,
where 103z* is plotted against —. Allowing for the scattering of the
T
test points, especially on comparison of the various authors, the test
series can still be approximated by straight lines. From their slope,
the effective heats of activation g can be computed (expressed in
‘1) at the curves).wave numbers (dimension = cm Strar@e to say, the
g values coincide fairly closely with the lowest normal oscillations ‘
of the respective molecule, as is evident from Table 9.
This could be interpreted with the assumption that a molecule
excited in its normal oscillation can, at collision with another mole-
cule, lose its oscillation quantum only when the two colliding molecules
together have an additional minimum energy of the magnitude of an
oscillation quantum. Such an interpretation tiediately raises, of
course, the question whether this additional energy necessary as heat
of activation is to be regsrded as relative energy of the two ~olliding
molecules, or whether the second colliding molecule, which forces the
first colliding molecule to yield its oscillation ener~ as translation
ener~, might not itself possess an identically large oscillation .
quantum. ,For the present, further speculations are useless,.so long as
no additional experimental data are available. But it will be shown in
what ratio the z* required for oscillation abatement would be reduced
for pure 02, if such am agreement between oscillation quantum and
effective heat of activation-existed for it, too, and if interpolation
to 2600° K were permissible. The normal oscillation quantum of
1580 cm-J-= 4500 cal/mol would give
4~Ox2307
Z*2@00 K . ~o–
,, 4.573x293x2600= ~04.98
Z*2930 K
(220)
Thus the’number.of collisions required for abating the oscillation
would drop by 0.3 percent> the characteristic frequency of the oscil-
lation dispersion zone increase by 0.3 percent, or from 102 to 105 cps.’ ‘
But with it even the most difficult excitable and abatable 02 would
30 IJACAm 1269 .
interfere.rather little in high~e~erat~~ acoustic ge.asurements.
.. .
, —.
(First reason.) Naturally, this extrapolation is no longer uncertain.
-_s.
—.
But there is also a second reason that—speaks against excessive
disturbances by incomplete oscillation adjustment.of =02 in the high-
temperature zone. Eucken and his associates observed””againand again
that the adjustment of the oscillation heat .ofa molecule is very much
facilitated even when the gas contains the least trace~ of foreign
molecules capable of forming quasi-chemical.combtiationcomplexes with
the basic gas. But such additional sub-stancesin the high-temperature .—
zone are the atoms, so that the appe~ance of the following collision
complexes can well be reckoned with;
---- —
. ..
—
—
02+o+02” o_”
=
Co+-o+co. o (=1) . .. . .-”:
—
:
_..
02-0 would be a quasi-ozone”molecule.17 . —.-. .-- ,
..
.
~hhe amount of 03 present ti”the the~odynamic equilibriumcan
be estimated by the equation
.
10 P(J3 7.44x 103
k==- ~ –3.&) with
()
--P21 = Ed = “m” ‘22;- “ = “-
which was obtained by using the values K2;8- -. 38.9 &:d ~298 = 34*o “k::l.
for the reaction >~+ 03 (Chem. Manual 1939, 111, 238;. F:; 2600° K
.=-
—
3
and 1 atm. total pressure with P02 = 0.078, it WOuld g<~e — =
pop
1.03 x 10-7,
Po
.-. —-
compared to — = 0.087 in Table h.
pop
.
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.
In actual measurements it would, of course, have to be always
ascertained that the dissociation dispersion to be studied was not
accompanied by any oscillation dispersion. This is most easily done
by numerical~ comparin
f
the experimental sound data with the values
computed by ~(70)1 and (78)] or L(79)], after correcti~~ for the R-W
damping and eventual departures from the ideal gas law.
The lowest sound velocity is obtained when the dissociation, as
well as the adjustment of the oscillation heat, is able to follow
the sound frequency completely. If one of the two processes ceases to
follow, the sonic velocity must be higher. Thenit will be checked
whether the value of the complete oscillation adjustment but of the
incomplete dissociation equilibrium ad~ustment is reached an~here,
or vice versa> or finally whether in a single, no longer dissolvable,
sound-dispersion stage both kinetic processes lose their adjusting
capacity on the impressed oscillation period simultaneously. The last
case would naturally be least &sired. Unfortunately, it occurs in the
N204 dissociation, which was investigated several times at room
19 But in this instance, a thirdtemperature, without definite result.
reason can be given which likewise militates against abnormal disturb-
ances by oscillation dispersion in the hi”@-temperature zone, namely,
the ratio of dissociation energy to oscillation quantum in the N204
tests at room temperature was about 14:2 = 7, while in the dissociation
reactions of interest in the high-temperature zone the ratios are most
. likely to range at 100:2 = 50. The transfer of such a many times.
greater dissociation energyto a molecule is, however, considerably
harder; at least, it will take mme stages than that of the relatively
low oscillation quantum; hence the first process is in all probability
slower also. Thus, however, the zone of the oscillation dispersion
would.lie at higher sound frequencies than that of the dissociation
dispersion.
18Eucken and Becker (Ztschr. physikal. them. B27, 1934, py. 219-234) have
given a correction for the departure frm the ideal gas law for oscillation
dispersion measurements. But whether this correction holds for dissociation
dispersion measurements as well remains an open question. The de~rtures frm
the ideal gas ,@w effect: (1) an extension of the equation of state by the
second Virial coefficient and (2) an extension of the equation of energy (9)
by the term
(7
~
ap TN~
=bp and (3) the introduction of activation coeffi-
cients in the law of mass effect (_(lO~ and equation ~62~ . Point 3
was not taken into consideration in Eucken’s correction, though it
should be unimportant even in oscillation dispersion measurements,
since the activation coefficients of a oscillating and a nonoscillating
\ molecule are the ssme. But it is different for the excitation of an
electron term, since such a molecule exerts, for example, other force
effects outward, by reason of increased polarizability.
‘9 l%eser, H. O., and Gauler, O., Physikal. Ztschr. 37, 1936, pp. 677
to 684.
—.
. .. ... ..—
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VII. SIGNIFICANCE Ol?THE IiEIMIiO~”ZRESONATOR
.
IN SOUND-DISPERSION~s ‘“
.——
—.
The remaining question concerns the method of making such sound
—
measurements, especially in the audible frequency range and at high
temperatures. By the usual.method of standing waves in the pipe
(acoustic interferometer) generally applied to ultrasonic measurements .
up to now only 104 to 10~ CPS are involved., At f =--lO3 cps the wave
length Z is already 77 cm according to Table 6, (TM 1268).s0 that t@
test chamber to be uniformly tempered would have to b= 50 cm long at
least for a single half wave. And even if.this were possible, it would
render a frequency range of no more than two powers o~”ten, that is,
—
_.
from 103 td 105 cps. That is not ve~-much considering the dissoc.i- .,
ation dispersion curves reproduced in figures 1 tid 3, TM 1268. But the
absolute uniform tempering of a space 50’cm in length-to y< @
is hardly possible without greater outlay, since blocks of copper or
aluminum are, naturally, unsuitable at “thosehigh temperatures. It
calls for ceramic materials with low thermal conductiv_i.ty.Whether
the heat exchange by mediation can balance this defect remains to be
seen.
To sum up, it calls for a method of fin-~ng the sonic velocity
where the actual test space is smaller by an order of magnitude than
the wave length. This requirement is met by the Helmholtz resonator,
which, strange to say, has never been used for sound-dispersion measur~:-
ments in the audible range.
.—
.-
---
.. ——
“
The Helmholtz resonator consists of a hollow ball-with a cylindric~
open neck. The natural frequency f. follows the equation r
llfo=~w““-“ .(223) ““ .
.-
where a is the velocity of “sound, S the ~olume of the resonator, .....
and C the so-called acoustic conductivity of the resonator throat.
—-
Lord Rayleigh’s representation”(footnote.11, p. 170 ff.) is particu- ..:
larly interesting. If S is a sphere of 2R diameter, and the neck .._
is a circular cylinder of 2r inside diameter and of lE@th L
I
TCC2 ‘-
and c.— (224) - ~ -
L+ %---
—
.
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Expressing the width and
the diameter of the resonator
2r=p
2R
gives
f.
Of chief interest is the
resonance wave length:
length of the neck nondimensionally by
ball.,that is, putting
and L—=
2R a
ratio of resonator ball diameter to
II d2R‘=0Q3—=— =Z. a 2X 2U++
For the plausible numerical values
results in
r
_o=2 3 -2R
20 z 1.314
(225)
.
(226)
(227)
f=
P =0.2 and a= 0.5, it
—-.
0.048 (228)-
The ball diameter of Helmholtzts resonator would thus be only
about 5 percent of the wave length, while for a standing wave ip a
pipe closed at both ends this must be at least a half wave length long.
Helmholtzfs resonator would therefore be of ten times smaller dimensions
than required by the method of standing wave in a pipe (acoustic inter-
ferometer).
Owing to the radiation damping, the resonance curve of the
Helmholtz resonator has a finite half-width value 25. It caa be made
nondimensional with the natural frequency fo:
2=@’${~3 “’” ‘2”’
34
with the previous values p = 0.2 and a
25
r
8 X 10-3 3—- —=
~- 4 1.3143
The resonance acuity is not bad. It
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= 0.5 it gives
2.3x 10-3
is likely to be reduced
the additional damping effects of friction and heat conductivity.
This disturbance cannot be expressed numerically. But if it
be small only, a reduction of the relative throat widt_h,that is,
~230)
by
should
a
and p
—
reduction of
~..
still further by transition to still smaller
p values at constant a, might be recommended because p affects the
expressions (227) and (229) in the same sense.
Obviously, a nmnber of probl~s must be solved WPerimentally
and theoretically before sound-dispersionmeasurements in the high-
temperature zone can be satisfactorily carried out and interpreted. But
the kinetic explanation of the dissociation reactions under extreme
temperature conditions is not to be evaded, if one day it Is desirable to
understand the chemical processes involved in flames or detonating waves.
the
m=
SUMMARY
1. A generbly applicable formula ~equation.@)]. is derived for
differential isentropic exponent m in ~ssoclating gases:
r)
-v p in the isentropic pVm = const.; complete equilibrium at
~xs
every instant of the phase change being postulated. The nuniberand
kind of dissociation equilibriums are arbitrary.
The kinetically delayed balance of chemical ga~ equilibrium
(reac~~ons dissociation and recombination) In the field of.sound is
dealt with. A generally applicable interpretation formula for sound- __
dispersion tests is obtained: equation ~(70)~,together with equa-
tions [(781 and ~(~fl . In contrast to the p%emisesof Einstein end
fieser, the formula was derived without special asstipt~ons,regarding
the usually still unlmown kinetics of the adjustment processes. Itithe
new formula, any desired amount of reaction possibilities -canbe taken
into consideration.
3. The sound-dispersionmeasurements primarily afford the speeds
of the thermodynamically unrelated over-all reactions. The elementary
..
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reactions defining them follow secondarily by additional assumptions,
as by the principle of microscopic reversibility, for instance. The
concept of “step-wise retardation” (retardation by up-position lock)
at which the thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained by reaction cycles
(one path track) is ruled out.
4. The theoretical cases of sound dispersion already treatedby
other authors such as the incomplete equilibrium adjustment of a mono-
molecular dissociating and bimolecular recombining substance (Einstein),
or the incomplete adjustment of a single dEgree of freedom of oscillation
(Iheser), for instance, appear-as special cases in the final formula [(70fl
of the present report.
5. The differential isentropic exponents m for two high-temper-
ature systems, namely, the 02 and C02 dissociation, are computed
and the presumable sound-dispersion zone for 2600° K ‘~d 1 atm. total
pressure esthnated. The general character of sound dispersion caused
by kinetic reaction, that is, the frequency relationship of the sonic
velocity a, of the damping constant 7 referred to unit length (cm)
for the sound amplitude and of the &ping constant 72 referred to
the wave length 7 sre discussed on the basis of the obtained curves.
6. At 2600° absolute and 1 atm. total pressure, CO + O + ~+C02 + M
as well as co + 02+C02 + g should proceed as elementary reaction;
the second reaction could even be decisive. ‘ ,.—
7. The sound dispersion due to friction and heat conductivity
(R-W damping), originally devel.oped by Kirchhoff, is discussed and
contrasted with the dispersion due to kinetic reaction. An irreversible
exchange of momentum, ener~ and even particle types, corresponding to
the friction, heat conductivity, and diffusion, can take place alongthe
direction of propagation of sound, as well as crosswise to it. The
latter occurs in the pipe of finite inside width.
Treated separately in the plane laterally unlimited sound wave
are:
(a) The R-W longitudinal damping
.
(b) The coupling of kinetit-reaction dsmping and R-W longitudinal .
damping
(c) The coupling of kinetic-reaction dsmping, R-W longitudinal
dsnping, and diffusion effect
.
.
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For the cylindrical pipe the study included .
(a) TheR-W lateral damping —....-
(b) Comparison of the y
._
values of pure kinetic-reaction damping,
of pure R-W longitudinal damping, and pure R-W lateral
*ping
.-
8. From the n~rical ~lues of the so~d abso- tion,”it is
?estimated that sound-dispersion measurements above 10 cps in the high-
temperature zone will not be possible until sound of specified frequen-
cies can be produced in the hot test chamber itself.
—
9* The total damping constant 72 referred to wave length 2.
has a maximumonly in kinetic-reaction dispersion, and that only at a
certain frequency. It is largely definedby the adjusting period of
the chemical equilibriums but it can also he shifted by the R-W damping.
Preponderant R-W longitudinal damping shifts toward ~igher, preponderant
R-W lateral damping toward lower frequencies.
)10. The new fomml.a for the dissociation dispersion equation [(70)is extended to include the case where the internal degrees of freedom:o ..:
oscillation of the molecules can no longer.follow the sound frequencies
(oscillation dispersion): equation t(128~ . ‘1’hree unrelated arguments
make the appearance of disturbances due to oscillation dispersion in the
high-temperature zone rather doubtful in an investigation of dissociation
reactions.
11. The continuously increasing wave-length imposes a limit toward
low frequencies on the sound-dispersion zone accessible to experimental
measurement. With the Eelmholtz resonator, it probably will be possible
to make sound-dispersionmeasurements even below 103 cps, because the
dimensions of the test chamber to be tempered uniformly (up to about
1 percent exact) need to be only 1/10 to 1/20 of the wave length.
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Figure 5.- The number ofcollisionsz* which a molecule siistainsbefore
yieldingitsoscillationquantum plottedagainstthereciproc@ temperature
(measurements by Eucken and associates).
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Figure ~.- Damping coefficientY forthesound amplitude: I and ~ = cases
of pure kinetic reaction sound dispersion for the C 02 dissociation
‘E
(P.-43,TM 1268), III= pure R-W longitudinaldampi~, IV = pure R-W
lateraldamping inthesmooth pipe.
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